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Project Overview
A critical issue related to the operation of a gas turbine in today’s world is the ingestion of dirt and other fine particles that 
lead to blockages of cooling holes and passages required for effectively cooling the walls of the combustion chamber. 
Because the need to fly in dirty environments is on the rise, the criticality of operations in dirty environments is increasing. 
Modern gas turbine engines typically employ a double-walled combustor liner with impingement and effusion cooling plates 
whereby impingement cooling enhances the backside internal cooling and effusion cooling creates a protective film of 
coolant along the external liner walls. Dirt accumulation on the internal and external surfaces severely diminishes the heat 
transfer capability of these cooling designs. This study would initially investigate practical designs for reduced dirt 
accumulation at representative temperature conditions, and then explore how the designs are insensitive through detailed 
flow and heat transfer measurements on a scaled geometry. 



	
 

Task 1 – Manufacture and Test Combustor Liner Cooling Concepts with 
Small Coupons 
The Pennsylvania State University 
 
Objective 
The goal of this research is to produce an effective cooling design for combustor walls that is insensitive to dirt accumulation 
at existing or lower coolant flowrates. Various parameters such as dirt deposition, flow behavior, and heat transfer 
effectiveness will be investigated and quantified to compare the efficiency of candidate designs. Improved understanding of 
the reasoning behind dirt sensitivity and deposition behavior is also being sought.  
 
Research Approach 
 
Background 
The focus of the project is on the impacts of ingestion of dirt and other fine particulate matter in gas turbine engines. These 
particles are known to block cooling holes and passages needed to effectively cool combustion chamber walls. Gas turbine 
engines often utilize double-walled combustor liners comprised of impingement and effusion cooling plates, shown in Figure 
1. The impingement plate enhances backside internal cooling and the effusion plate creates a protective film of coolant 
along the external liner walls. As particulate matter accumulates on these plates, the heat transfer performance severely 
diminishes, ultimately leading to component failure.  
 

 
 

Figure 1. Schematic of double-walled combustor liner geometry.  
 

Computational Simulations of Dirt Trajectories 
Using a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code called Star CCM+, pre-test prediction methods were utilized to study flow 
patterns and particle deposition behavior within the double-walled combustor liner. Simulations were performed on 
previously tested coupons to benchmark flow and deposition behavior. Development of said simulations required contriving 
a mesh to accurately define the coupon geometry while maintaining grid independence and determining the boundary 
conditions and physics models required to model previous experimental conditions. To achieve the mesh shown in Figure 
2, an iterative approach was used. The parameters investigated were the cell count, base size, and cell shape.  Of the shapes, 
it was found that the polyhedral mesh was approximately 0.4% more accurate than trimmer cells when compared to 
experimentally determined Reynolds numbers through the impingement jets. However, the computational time and storage 
space was dramatically increased. The polyhedral mesh utilized a base cell size of 1.5e-4 m, whereas the trimmer successfully 
reached a base size of 8.0e-5 m, pushing the cell count from 7.9 million to 11.9 million. Because the trimmer-based mesh 
was less computationally expensive, required less storage space, and had less than a 0.5% difference with the polyhedral 
mesh, the trimmer mesh was selected for the CFD predications.  

 

 

 

 

 



	
 

 
 

Figure 2. Final mesh of effusion holes selected for CFD predictions. 

Once the geometry had a viable mesh, boundary conditions were needed to perform simulations. In previous experiments, 
the upstream and downstream pressure was controlled and held at a constant back flow margin (BFM). To model flow through 
the coupon, the simulation was set up such that the coupon was placed inside a wind tunnel matching the coupon 
dimensions. A stagnation inlet boundary condition was applied ten hole diameters upstream the coupon, and a pressure 
outlet boundary condition was applied ten hole diameters downstream the coupon.  

 
Dirt Simulation Test Facility 
The dirt test facility incorporates both slug feed and continuous feed mechanisms to account for the various ways dirt may 
be ingested by a system. For the slug feed method, shown in Figure 3, dirt is introduced to the test facility in intervals. The 
dirt is sequentially placed inside a separate chamber attached to the main flow and pressurized slightly above the mainstream 
pressure. When opened, the slug is injected into the freestream.  

 

 
 

Figure 3. Slug feed test facility. 

In continuous feed tests, dirt is introduced through a constant stream. Shown in Figure 4, the continuous feed is 
accomplished by running air through a capillary tube directed at a plate containing a line of dirt. A stepper motor is attached 
to the capillary tube, allowing it to traverse the length of the plate, effectively blowing the dirt into the mainstream.  

 

 

 

 

 



	
 

	

Figure 4. Continuous feed test facility. 

A plenum is attached just below the slug feed entrance. To disperse the injected dirt, a splash plate is placed approximately 
a half-inch in front of the plenum entrance. The coupons, shown in Figure 5, consist of an effusion plate, spacer plate, and 
impingement plate stacked together. The impingement plate is placed first at the plenum’s outlet, followed by the spacer, 
effusion plate, and bolts.  

 

 
 

Figure 5. Experimental coupon geometry. 

In the past, a horizontally orientated test facility was utilized to study dirt deposition behavior on test coupons, however, it 
was found that a high percentage of dirt stuck to the inner walls of the piping, causing less dirt to successfully reach the 
coupon. A vertical test facility will be used instead to facilitate improved dirt ingestion into the system. In a vertical setup, 
gravity acts parallel to the flow direction, influencing dirt to move toward the coupon rather than the pipe walls. The vertical 
test facility is shown below in Figure 6. 
 

 

 

 

 



	
 

 
 

Figure 6. Vertical dirt test facility. 

Currently, experiments are being performed using a cylindrical double-walled heat exchanger plenum. The new coupons will 
be substantially larger and require a new plenum to be built. The new plenum will incorporate a rectangular geometry, shown 
in Figure 7, to alleviate issues with dirt accumulation in areas outside the test region. This plenum will be made from clear 
acrylic, allowing researchers to more easily locate dirt post-test and creating an opportunity to use particle image velocimetry 
(PIV) laser measurements to more accurately track dirt behavior near the test coupons.  
 

 
 

Figure 7. Rectangular acrylic plenum. 

The dirt particles being used in these studies have an assumed mean diameter of 1.2 µm. To effectively track the dirt, a 
filtered box meant to entangle dirt will be used. The dirt filter box is pressed against and bolted down to the outlet of the 
test coupons. Rectangular outlets with 0.5 µm filter fabric placed over them allow the air to flow out of the box while 
providing a means of trapping the dirt. The large opening allows for easy access to bolts and can be sealed using a lid bolted 
against gasket material. Lastly, a pressure tap located to the side of the outlet is used to monitor downstream pressure.  
 
 
 

 

 

 

 



	
 

Data Collection and Analysis  
Pressure measurements are recorded both upstream and downstream from the coupon and mainstream flow temperature is 
recorded using a k-type thermocouple offset 0.25 in from the coupon inlet. Alicat mass flow controllers are used to regulate 
and track the flow rate. Using a LabView code, the percent back flow margin (BFM) and pressure ratio (PR) can be controlled 
for the duration of the test. Each test is run at a specific BFM, which is calculated using Equation 1.  
 

BFM = %
P'( + P*+,-
P*+,-

− 10 ∗ 100	 (1) 

 
Using the flow parameter (FP), each coupon's performance at various BFMs and dirt loadings can be evaluated. As dirt is 
ingested by the coupon, the FP reduces. This can be calculated using Equation 2.  
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In addition to FP, the capture efficiency, determined using Equation 3, will provide an additional means of quantifying the 
effectiveness of each coupon design. This is determined by subtracting the mass of the dirtied effusion plate by the mass of 
the clean effusion plate and dividing that quantity by the mass of dirt that successfully made its way to the effusion plate 
inlet. Any dirt that was found in the piping upstream from the effusion plate was removed from this calculation.  
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Upon the completion of each test, the test facility is dismantled and dirt is scraped out of the piping and measured. The goal 
is to locate at least 90% of the dirt to increase the reliability of the capture efficiency measurements. Once the dirt has been 
located, images of the dirt deposition patterns are taken using a laboratory microscope and can be used for qualitative 
analysis. Following this, the dirty effusion plate is scanned using a NextEngine 3D Scanner. Using an in-house MATLAB code, 
the thickness of the dirt across the plate can be evaluated by comparing the difference in depth between the clean and dirty 
plate, shown in Figure 8. From this information, the laterally averaged peak heights can be calculated.  
 

 
 

Figure 8. Post-test contour plot of dirt deposition locations and laterally averaged dirt thickness. 

  

 

 

 

 



	
 

Milestones 
Milestone Due Date Estimated Date of Completion Actual Completion Date Status 

Work plan 7/5/20 7/5/20 7/5/20 Complete 

COE Meeting 1 10/1/20 10/1/20 10/29/2020 Complete 

COE Meeting 2 4/1/21 4/1/21   

Annual Report 6/5/21 6/5/21   

Project Closeout 6/5/21 6/5/21   

 
Major Accomplishments 
The start of this research was focused on using the CFD code Star CCM+ to predict the flow field and particle deposition 
behavior through the double-walled liner geometry. In previous experimental studies, the Reynolds number through the 
impingement jets was measured and was used to benchmark the CFD predictions. The predictions for the Reynolds number 
achieved a nominal percent error of 15%. Figure 9 shows the velocity contours of the jets impinging on the effusion plate 
inlet face. These predictions show regions of low velocity in discrete locations which can be used to forecast where dirt may 
deposit. Figure 10 shows the predicted flow field in the space region between the impingement and effusion plates as well 
as the flow through the effusion holes. Velocity contours show a swirling effect that may be attributed to deposition behavior. 
Incident mass flux and particle studies were also performed using Lagrangian multiphase (LMP) physics models, but it was 
determined that the physics of the dirt particles themselves needed to be more thoroughly evaluated before proceeding 
further. Ultimately, it was determined that CFD predictions may provide a method for predicting flow and deposition behavior 
through these channels, but more work is required to refine these predictions.  
 

	
 

Figure 9. Velocity contours of flow through impingement jets and space region between plates. 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Velocity contours of flow through effusion holes. 

The next major accomplishment was successfully transitioning the horizontally orientated test facility to a vertical test 
facility, shown in Figure 6. In addition, a new LabView code was developed to perform these tests and will be utilized for 
current and future experiments. Tests are actively being performed on this facility to validate the methods used in previous 
work [1]. A curve displaying the FP vs. PR for the public geometry, shown in Figure 11, was successfully created to evaluate 
the reduction in FP as dirt enters the system. Subsequent testing proved that FP comparisons are an effective means for 
comparing performance of various coupon designs. This is expected to be used as one of the primary modes to evaluate 
coupon performance going forward.  
 

 

 

 

 



	
 

 
 

Figure 11. Flow parameter (FP) vs. pressure ratio (PR) curve for public geometry on vertically orientated test facility. 

Microscopy is also being used to qualitatively inspect dirt deposition behavior on the effusion plates. Currently, the results 
of the vertical test facility are being compared to the horizontal facility to evaluate differences that occur due to the modified 
orientation. Figure 12 displays the results of three tests, one performed on the horizontal test facility and two performed on 
the vertical test facility. The horizontal test used 420 mg of dirt at a BFM of 1.33%, while the vertical tests used 105 mg and 
420 mg at the same BFM. These studies showed that the vertical test with 105 mg of dirt more strongly resembled the 
horizontal test with 420 mg of dirt than the vertical test with 420 mg of dirt. It is believed that more dirt successfully reaches 
the coupon in the vertical facility because gravity now acts parallel to the flow rather than perpendicular. In these tests, less 
dirt was found in the piping upstream the coupon, indicating that the vertical test facility is more effective at supplying dirt 
to the coupons than the horizontal test facility for the slug feed tests. Because of this, the vertical facility will continue to be 
used in future tests. Efforts are also being dedicated towards producing reliable scans of dirt deposition to determine location 
and thickness of dirt deposited on the test coupons. This will provide an additional method of comparing the effectiveness 
of the various cooling designs.  
 

 
 

Figure 12. Dirt deposition behavior on effusion plate inlet face with horizontal and vertical test facilities at a BFM of 1.33%. 
Reading left to right: 420 mg of dirt in the horizontal facility (left), 105 mg of dirt in the vertical facility (middle), 420 mg 

of dirt in the vertical facility (right). 

	
Publications 
No publications to report yet. 
 
Outreach Efforts 
Bi-weekly presentations are given to Pratt & Whitney through this joint collaboration. 
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Awards 
None 

Student Involvement 
The graduate student Brandon Fallon has taken on the role of performing CFD predictions, assembling and redesigning the 
test facility, and performing tests and analysis on the old and new liner geometry. This student will be the primary 
experimentalist going forward.  

Plans for Next Period 
Pratt & Whitney is actively working on getting new test coupons designed and fabricated. It is expected that the START Lab 
will receive these coupons in early 2021. Upon receiving the test coupons, the graduate student will begin by establishing a 
baseline FP vs. PR curve for each test coupon, which can be used to evaluate the reduction in FP as dirt is deposited on each 
coupon. Following this, each coupon will be tested at varying BFMs with various quantities of dirt, the exact amounts still to 
be determined. In the past, BFMs of 1.33% to 4.32% were tested with dirt loads ranging from 105 mg to 1260 mg. Currently, 
tests are being performed under ambient temperature conditions, and it is uncertain if this will be increased in the future. 
There have been discussions of incorporating particle image velocimetry (PIV) instrumentation to track and monitor dirt 
behavior in the freestream and near the surface of the effusion plate, however, it is not yet clear if this will be used in the 
future. 

Nomenclature 
ṁ	 mass flow rate through test facility 
P'( upstream test facility pressure 
P*+,-	  downstream test facility pressure 
T+L	 supply coolant temperature 
N	 number of impingement holes  
D	 cooling hole diameter 
ηL capture efficiency 
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